
 

FROM SKYPE: 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:05, skrev Terran/AK: 

>  

> HATJ just called, said BOS never delivered the research he called me for.  She 

said she does not think she is going to TN next as everything about this is indictment 

is bogus and red herring 

>  

> Said David Bos came with the docs yesterday I gave him, but no copies, gave her 

a choice of holding on to them or him filing them on PACER.  She said "then how do I 

prepare?" he says "You said you know these docs." This is the oddest defense 

lawyer ever! 

>  

> HATJ told him about the judges price lists for convictions, throwing cases etc... he 

was in total disbelief as he believes in the system 

>  

> So she fired him yesterday 

>  

> He called me this afternoon after I repeatedly could not reach him with hard copies 

of court research yesterday for HATJ's study today. 

>  

> Asked me to email them, said he would print them and deliver them. He did no 

such thing!   

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:11, skrev Terran/AK: 

> This has been such an eye opener as to how these courts operate.  Its really blown 

me away how totally inhumane and callous this system is.   I have been going in 

nearly every day for one thing or another in DC.  Yet they got her locked down tighter 

than a drum, were it not for her prepaid telephone calls we'd not hear from her at all.    

>  

> Even the visitation system is contrived, they never allocated her a block to even 

visit her in person, so the online system is pointless for scheduling. 

 

 

 



 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:12, skrev Terran/AK: 

> Heather is in very great spirits, helping the other women in lock up with their 

situations as well.  Explaining to them how the system works etc... 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:12, skrev Terran/AK: 

> I don't know how this goes down tomorrow but it will be interesting... 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:13, skrev Terran/AK: 

> This court is a runaway train and its doesn't want to pull the brakes, so it will do 

what runaway trains do... they don't have to choose that kind of awakening but they 

are, and they will be all hugged after it all.   I don't know how many people who 

opposed Heather a couple of years ago are now assisting.   And she showed them 

the same love to them then that she does now.  And they remember that.  Its a 

beautiful thing.  Is this tense and full of drama? You bet!  But what major change on 

the planet has come without resistance right? 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:14, skrev Terran/AK: 

> I wouldn't  call it evil, its more robotic and apathetic. 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:15, skrev Terran/AK: 

> Like the people are on autopilot 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:16, skrev Terran/AK: 

> Its likely they are denying him mail and contact just like Heather. 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:16, skrev Terran/AK: 

> Yes don't forget Randy at all. 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:17, skrev Terran/AK: 

> He's a brave one. 

 

 

 



 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:17, skrev Terran/AK: 

> There is no money laundering.  There was nothing hidden. It was all published. It is 

all factual and in law. 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:18, skrev Terran/AK: 

> And Heather profited nothing from helping him. 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:21, skrev Terran/AK: 

> They just want to scare the masses who are awakening to these accounts.   

>  

> Much has been made of the pedo cases, and there is truth to that, but the 

elites fear this FAR more people knowing about these accounts with their 

names and social security numbers on them, many of which were used for 

black ops,  than exposure of what was done by them to keep some minions 

with certain proclivities blackmailed with their vices into compliance with their 

unlawful activities. 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:21, skrev Terran/AK: 

> It is a slave system. 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:23, skrev Terran/AK: 

> All roads lead to China. 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:24, skrev Terran/AK: 

> They run the banking systems, they are the money behind the Fed.  Follow 

the money.  With these accounts known, where are the "collateral accounts"?  

YOU ARE THAT COLLATERAL! 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:25, skrev Terran/AK: 

> The RV folks never tell you that its a slave system with human chattel 

collateral. 

 

 

 



 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:25, skrev Terran/AK: 

> *The gold is just all allusion to the essence, silver an alchemical allusion to 

the body* 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:26, skrev Terran/AK: 

> Randy used an account with his Social Security number and name on it. IF 

those two items did not match, they would have never gone through the 

transaction checking processes in the computer. 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:27, skrev Terran/AK: 

> It was his account.  So how can there be ANY money laundering?  To hide 

the source of the funds? Its a joke, the only one hiding the Source of the funds 

are the people bringing the charges. 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:28, skrev Terran/AK: 

> Heather has not contracted with the courts, she is operating in Original jurisdiction. 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:29, skrev Terran/AK: 

> This is a cross roads of two things, the SSP - an Putin's connection to that, 

and the banking systems.  We didn't know about the SSP side of it until Randy 

got arrested... I did some flow work on the situation and out popped Space 

command troopers. 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:30, skrev Terran/AK: 

> Heather had seen the same thing. 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:30, skrev Terran/AK: 

> We got confirmation on Parker's status as embedded SSP operative within 

the FBI. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:32, skrev Terran/AK: 

> Apparently Randy is an SSP sleeper, along the lines of Corey Goode.  They 

don't want whatever memory wiping they did to wear off.  They wanted to pack 

him off to BSCOM in Bethesda for medical treatment... 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:33, skrev Terran/AK: 

> So you got both FED Reserve and SSP crossing paths here... and its 

probably the perfect disclosure moment, however this plays out. 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:34, skrev Terran/AK: 

> The SSP angle came as a surprise. 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:35, skrev Terran/AK: 

> THe craters on the moon are opening up and leaving the doors open!  

Amatuer astronmers are seeing ships coming out of them.  The lunar SSP 

WANTS to be seen right now! 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:35, skrev Terran/AK: 

> craters with black holes for bottoms 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:35, skrev Terran/AK: 

> its a really intersting moment 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:35, skrev Terran/AK: 

> Yes it was in there 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:37, skrev Terran/AK: 

> I apologize for remaining quiet for a few days, but there was a lot to do locally and 

not much time to do it.  Fortunately BZ has been covering it beautifully 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:45, skrev Terran/AK: 

> Off world there's been a uprising in many of the SSP colonies.  They have taken 

their fates into their own hands.  They know they were slaves. 



 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:47, skrev Terran/AK: 

> There are human setllements all over.  A big one on Phobos and on Ganymede 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:50, skrev Terran/AK: 

> “Bill what do you mean exactly? Okay.”There were a number of sites where people 

thought they were the sole surivors of an earth disaster.  They were actually slaves 

manufacturing items for trade with other off world beings.  China, Russia, and various 

aerospace corporations were all a part of it as well as the factions within the USA. 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:52, skrev Terran/AK: 

> Much of what Corey Goode has said is factual, where I disagree is with the Law of 

One angle on it all.  The Law of One is kind of the Blue Avian bible. 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:52, skrev Terran/AK: 

> Its a systems approach to a hierarchy that never truly existed in Source, as it was 

an illusion. 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:53, skrev Terran/AK: 

> Please do.  I will do my best here with Heather, not that she needs looking after but 

there's much I can do as feet on the ground 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:55, skrev Terran/AK: 

> I realize the frustration people fear when not much is forth coming.  Did you all see 

the Anonymous video talking about Heather and Randy? 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:56, skrev Terran/AK: 

> David Bos did electronically file the docs on the case yesterday, thankfully.  So they 

are definitely in the record now.   But they severely hampered Heather's ability to 

present her case, but knowing what I know about Heather after 4 years of working 

with her they have not in any way slowed her down. 

 

 

 



 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:58, skrev Terran/AK: 

> I thought the interesting thing about the Anonymous video was the change of 

slogan, it used to be "we do not forgive, we do not forget" to "We can forgive, but will 

not forget" which shows a budding change of awareness and sense that there is no 

US vs THEM, only the ALL. 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:58, skrev Terran/AK: 

> But Kudos to them for pulling the routing numbers anonymous video temporally 

and warning people about the FED's reaction to to the TDA accounts, they got that 

data before I did. 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 04:00, skrev Terran/AK: 

> So many different groups watching this case right now, I have never seen the likes 

of this before. 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 03:54, skrev Terran/AK: 

> Again thanks again to BZ for keeping all the loose ends of data together in one 

place. 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 04:07, skrev Terran/AK: 

> You see the reaction they were expecting was that everyone would back away from 

Heather, based on contrived charges that don't match the facts,  yet there's been this 

tremendous outpouring of love.  So they have tried to deny access, deny documents, 

deny the documents even exist, its as if they think if nobody knows, none of 

Heather's filings ever happened.  Yet energetically the banking systems can get 

nothing through because the computer that okays  transactions knows what the laws 

are and doesn't let it go through... and they spread these story lines about the "cabal" 

stopping them... which has no basis in fact because they are the very same people 

they call the cabal....  I read some of these RV story lines and I just shake my head.    

Slavery simply no longer flows. 

 

2017-08-04, klockan 04:37, skrev Terran/AK: 

> Same case number the supporting docs would be the same but I think his 

Factualized Trust document needs to be added by his people as that ties it all 

together 

 

 



 

2017-08-04, klockan 04:37, skrev Terran/AK: 

> I'm not a lawyer nor do I play one on TV 

 

~OTR 


